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Topic Modeling Tool
Topic Modeling Tool is a system that uses Mallet, a package of  java code to gather clusters of words 
in large body of texts.  These clusters represent the prevailing themes/topic in the text. 
Essentially, “[it] is an attempt to inject semantic meaning into vocabulary.” (Shawn Graham, Scott 
Weingart and Ian Milligan, 2012).
The final results of the Topic Modeling Tool look something like this:



Background and Some Context
 The Topic Modeling Tool is being used  to identify and understand the motives for immigration in 
these particular nonfiction works.  The objective of this project is to use TMT data to explore and 
identify any prevailing "topics" in Hispanic/Latino Literature, that discuss the motives or circumstances 
that make people immigrate from their native country. 
The project team, will accomplish this through word association. They  will make interpretations of the 
data produced by the Topic Modeling tool to question and explore immigration, and what drove these 
three women to leave their respective countries.

The text the Topic Modeling Tool analyze in this project are :

1. I Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Women in Guatemala  (Guatemala-United States)

2. Amigas:Letters of Friendship and Exile (Chile-United States)

3. December Sky: Beyond my Undocumented Life (El Salvador- United States)



TMT Comparison: Rigoberta Menchu: an Indian Woman in Guatemala

Prior knowledge/ Read text:

Legend:
Military/political
Economic
Violence
Semantics

Political Environment : Guatemalan Civil War and Campaigned to have political and military 
establishment tried in Spanish courts. Also fought for the rights of indigenous people.



TMT Comparison: Rigoberta Menchu: an Indian Woman in Guatemala

No prior knowledge/ Never read text before:

Legend:

Political / Military

Economic

Violence

Semantics



TMT Comparison Amigas: Letters of Friendship and Exile 

Prior knowledge/ Read text:

Political Environment: Occurs approximately after Pinochet coup overthrew Allende. 
Pinochet was committed to eliminating Marxism. He banned political activity and was 
ultimately a brutal dictator.

Legend:

Political / Military

Economic

Violence

Semantics



 TMT Comparison Amigas: Letters of Friendship and Exile 

No prior knowledge/ Never read text before:

Legend:

Political / Military

Economic

Violence

Semantics



TMT Comparison December Sky: Beyond my Undocumented Life

Prior knowledge/ Read text: Prior knowledge/ Read text:

Political Environment: The  Salvadoran Civil War, a conflict 
between military led Salvador government and the Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front ( an umbrella organization of a 
five left wing guerrilla group)

Legend:

Political / Military   Semantics

Economic   Violence



TMT Results

● The topic model tool allowed the project team to explore and consider different prevailing 

motives  for each person to immigrate from their home countries. 

● The member explanation for a TMT data analysis, illustrated that the dominant motives for “no 

prior knowledge” of  the text were usually based  preconceptions on immigration.

● The explanation for a TMT data analysis with prior knowledge of  the text reflected the historical 

information of the political and economic situation in the immigrant’s homeland.



Conclusion/ Next Steps

● By using the TMT data the way this project team did, researchers can identify and create 

meaning despite their different biases and interpretations.

● These different interpretations invited our team members to consider the validity of each 

conclusion drawn about the data found.

● Ideally, the next phase of this project would be for the members who have not read the text to 

look for scholarly sources that historically support the motives they feel caused these females to 

immigrate.

● Afterwards,  the group members would read the text and see if the information they gathered 

identify a plausible motive for immigration. ( The project group hypothesizes that this will rarely 

be the case)

● Ultimately, TMT can promote in depth discussions for research or can help develop a research 

project.

 


